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The Kids Are Alright
A new study shows young Jews connect to Judaism on their own terms.
Liel Leibovitz
Staff Writer
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hen Matt Goodman was growing up in Florida,
his parents did everything they could to keep him
in the fold. There was Hebrew school and Jewish
summercamp, trips to Ismel and a bacon-freekitchen. When
be graduatedfrom college and moved to New York, be said,
his father called him up one day and gently prtXlded him to
become involved with UJA-Federation of New York.
"'He sai<tit was imponant to be an active member of the
community," said Goodman, now 27 and living in Queens.
"But the UJA seemedtoo. I guess,clinical."
Thrned off by the size, hierarchy and facelessnessof the
existing Jewish organizations, Goodman got together with
.
a few college friends
and s~
an 1.,,0rmaJ
.-,
saIon, thefi rst
Friday of every month at a dIfferent member'. apartment
and discussing everythi
ng , he said, from that week's Torah
POrtion to the Iranian threat to Israel.
"It's a great group," he said, "and we talk about things
that actually concern us."
"
A new study releasedlast month confirms thatGoodman

personalized communal structures.
appeal." Instead, such individuals "are inventing new comThe new study, entitled "The Continuity of Disconmunal outlets and projects that reflect their individuality."
tinuity," was co1)1missionedby The Andrea and Charles
These new communal outlets, the authors say, etnphaBtonfman Philanthropies, and written by
size diversity, "and place strong resistance
Ari Kelman, assistant professor of Amerion anything hierarchical, denominational,
can studies at University of California,
exclusionary,ocjudgmental." Filially, theauDavis, and Steven M. Cohen, a socioIothors state, "young Jews, especially those
gist of American Jewry who teaches at
'Who are not malTied, seetraditional instituHebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of
lions asbornog~
and maintainingstrong
Religion in Manhattan. The two focused
boundariesretween Jewsandnon-Jews;their
on four leading organizations engaged
endeavors,in contrast,value diversity, fluid
in "the creation of communities around -identities,
and pemleableboundaries."
culture," both as participating observers
The authors basedtheir work on the figand through in-depth interviews with 20
ures provided by the 2<XXJ-2001National
young leaders. The organizations exam-.
Jewish Population Survey, which showed
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cord..,Guilt and Pleasure
that w.hil e. ttadihO
. naI form. 0f ~mmun aI
dedicated to SOCIalJustIce; Storahtelling,
a nonprofit

that promotes Jewish
..are
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literacy through theatncal and educational
programs; JDub Records, a record label;
and Guilt & Pleasure, a literary magazine.
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says

sociolo isl SlevenM. Cohen,
co-aurIoroflhe recentconlinuity study.

belonged

-only
.

to

22 percent,
.
a congregation,

for
and

only 5 percent paid dues to a JCC -the
importance of less ttaditional organizations
basincreasedsignificantly.

As a result, Kelman and Cnhen's study
argues,continuity may 00pend on discootinuity, namely the
Continued on next page
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bout fifteen years ago, I read "The Ramah Experience," a collection of essays on the camps that since
the 19508 have been a key activity of Conseovalive Jewry lleamed that as the movement was growin9
in the post-war period, priority was given to camping over
day schools in preparing young persons for active roles in
Conseovative life and also that research conducted on the
impact of Ramah by Charles Uebman, the eminent sociologist, had been suppressed because it did not demonstrate
thet these camps were as effective in strengthening Jewish
commitment as had been claimed
Ramah attendees were
more Jewishly involved than Conseovatives who did not
heve this camping experience, yet by not too wide a margin
Apparently, the benefits brought by camping tended to wear
off in adullhood as powerful assimilatory forces eroded
earlier attitudes and behavior

With the stunning reveiations of the 1990 National Jewish
Suovey, the Conseovative movement embraced
more warmly the notion of day school education Additional Solomon Schechter schools were opened and some
existing schools added grades
Unfortunately for Conser;
vatism and American Jewry, the shift came too late, as by
\ the 1990s a significant number of those who had identified
themselves as Conseovative were walking away from the
movement or defining downwards their commitment to
the traditions still adhered to in Conseovative theology A
mid-1990 study that i believe was not published showed far
, greater enthusiasm among Conseovatives for Ramah than
I for SOlomon Schechter

I Popuiation

! Camping is now in favor in Jewish communal

iife

II has

become the darling of cer1ain philanthropists
There is a
highly successful, at least in attracting publicity and funding,
Foundation for Jewish Camping that markets the product
as an effective way to promote Jewish commitment
In
addition to a lack of intellectual curiosity as to whether the
activity it promotes yields the benefits that it claims, FJC is
guilty of intellectual dishonesty in its stubbom refusal to include in the list of American Jewish camps that it publishes

Overselling Camps

a large majority of the camps under Orthodox auspices In
my census of day schools, I do not exclude institutions that
are not consonant with my religious preferences
There is
no excuse for FJC's narrow approach to camping
There are other question marks The line separating private
camps that are profit-making from those that are allegedly
nonprofit is exceedingly thin, as is evident when camp fees
are compared
Many nonprofit camps are actually profit
centers that exploit young women and men who serve on
staff and are paid less than pa~ salaries There is a decidedly upper middle class bias in much of Jewish camping
in that the fees are beyond the reach of families of limited
means, including middie class families Since camping
is opt~nal, the word scholarship is rarely included in the
camping lexicon We should at least be curious as to why
an activity that strongly favors affluent famiUes Is regarded
as a legmmale recipient of financial support
Interestingly, the non-profit Orthodox camps excluded by
FJC from its world view are less costly, provide scholarship
assistance and are more effective in their Judaic mission
Is this why they are considered not fit company for upscale
camps?
Why is camping now an in-thing in Jewish communal
life? The key talking point is 24n, the fact that sleep-away
camps are a lull-time experience and therefore they afford
an opportun~ to influence youngsters toward a greater
Jewish commitment
24n has a nice sound but it has
become a cliche, a self-serving and self-fulliHing slogan that
requires no proof of its vaUdity It is, at least as otten as not,
a non-sequitur whose ImpUcit claim Is contradicted by abundant experience
When Jewish camps look at thalr mission
as enhancing Jewish ident~, the outcome can be impressive However, this is not otten enough the case Kids are
not sent to camp to become more Jewish They are there to
be away from home and parents and, as Ukely, for parents
to be away from them. They are there to have a good time,
to establish friendship relationships that otten last well into
adulthood, to be outdoors, to enjoy sports and other activi-
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ties, to spend time doing little of conseque~
Ever in non-Orthodox camps with a diStinctive Jewish mission, the leadership rarely has a sufficient commitment to
religious purposefulness
They do not regard their institutk>n as an instrumentality for meaningful Jewish education
This s bome out by research showing that as an independent variable, camping adds little to Jewish commitment
Even when linked to other experiences, such as participation in youth groups and Israel trips, camps are far less
effective than day school
The current love allair is an escape from reality, an effort to
evade the obligation to give communai priority to meaningful J~Nish education
By preferring camps, we give the
appearance 8f caring about the Jewish future without doing
much to provide for a better Jewish future Far more than i.
being acknowledged, the new emphasis on camping reflects
the needs of American Jews and not the needs of the Jewish people
Yet, because overwhelmingly American Jews will not
provide their chlklren with a meaningful Jewish education,
it has oecome necessary to focus on weaker activities
that produce weaker resu~s and to see whether they can
become modest instrumentalities for Judaic improvement
There is, accordingly, a place for camps in our planning
and ptlilanthropy, provided that the experience not be
oversckl, that it be imbued with some sense of religious
purpo$8fulness, that it be linked to other activities, that the
camp leadership Is willing to invest in Judaic enhancement
and that support for camping encompass those camps that
have a diStinctive religious missk>n It also needs to be
underscored that support for camping must not come at the
expenre of support for day schools
Marvin Schick
Comments can be emai!ed /0 mschick@mindspringcom
or sent by fax /0 (212) 3,34-1324
Marvin Schick's columns and essays are now available on
the In/erne/, a/ wwwmschickbiogspo/com
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emergenceof innovative organizations that by federations,denominationsand thelike.
~
away with tIooexio;ting,
stagnant
J"IItemS
The study's findings, he said, suggest
and findnew waysto engageyoungJews.
that "new types of organizations will grow
'The truth is, all of American organized up alongside the ones that already exist.
life has become much less hierarchal and We won't seethe end of big organizations.
more self-initiated,"
said
oot we'll seeand are seeing
Cohen, one of the leading
~
a dispersalof Jewishenergy
scholars of American Jewin lots of directions. So that
ish identity. "These new
the major organizations
initiatives by Jewish adults l
may decline in influence,
under the age of 35 reflect'
oot they won't disappear,at
the shift in American comleast not immediately:'
munity structures:'
But a structural transWhereas, he added, the
formation as large as this,
American organizational
experts acknowledge, is
landscape of the 20th cenno simple affair; while the
tury was governed by nanew models of engagetional organizations witb ShamaGo/dsekerhelped
ment allow more and more
local chapters -such as develop"Slingshat,"aZayoung Jews to become acHadassah and B'nai Brith gat-3tyleguide. in response tive members of the com-the
21st century is "a toamorediverseJewish
munity, the increasing
much more fluid age,wbere generation.
individualization and tbe
peoplehaveoverlapping and
disdain for centralization'
distinctive networks, and thesenew o~animight also lead to a process of communal
zations reflect this new model:'
erosion. The Jewish community, Cohen
And new,inoovativeandSI"ciali7J:dorgani- added, is facing major adjustments.
zati""" thereareaplenty,fium
"I think [the study's findintellectual salons to lightings] represent one more
reartedWebsites,all focused
1hese new
challenge that provokes anon renegotiating theways in
initiatives by
otber set of adjustments,"
whichYOlmgJews~gageand
Jewish adults
he said. "Obviously, ifth~
define theircommunIty.
commUDltydido't respond.It
Faced with an influx of
under the age
would mean decline, ootI'm
neworganizationscreatedby
of 35 reflect the
confident enough that orgasocial entrepreneurs,Shama
shift in American
nized Jewry will respond,
Goldseker, vice president
.and
therewill bechangeand
of the Andrea and Charles
community
diversity and growth:'
Bronfman Philanthropies
structures:
Such changes,besaid,are
and the director of 21/64
already underway, as more
-a division specializing in
and more traditional institu"next generation" and multi generational tions seek to redefine themselvesto suit the
strategic philanthropy -sought an ade- changing needs of the community. Cohen
quateresponseto what she describedas in gave as an exampleJCCs; once focused on
a seachange in the way young Jewsengage providing their members services such as
communallife. The resultwas"Slingshot," a physical fitnessclasses,summercampsand
Zagat-style guide thathelps, shesaid, "map early childhood programs, the centers, in
thelandscapeof Jewishinnovation:'
recentyears, have evolved to offer cultural
With tIoothird edition scheduJrofor publi- exchanges,social justice and volunteering
cationin September,tIooguide selectsa list of programsand other fare infinitely more ap50 outstandingolganizations eachyear.The pealing to their increasinglyYOlmg,childless
selections,saidGoldseker,aremadeby a panel and broad-mindedpatrons.
of25 foundationprofessionalsfrom acrossthe
'Those are new developments. They're
counby,who rankJewishorganizations,bIIth welcome and I expect more of them," Coveteranandnewcomers,occordingto innova- hen said. 'There isn't an establishedJewtion, imp!¥:t.leak:l1lhipandcffectiveness.
ish organization that hasn't noticed these
But the organizationsfeaturedin "Sling- changesand taken themseriously:'
shot," Goldseker sa-." are not necessarily
Others at UJA-Federation,however, are
replacementsfor federations.
calling intoque.'itionthestndy'sfindings.
"It seems that we are able to highlight
"I actuallybelieve that the nextgeneration
the experiment. happening in the field of has beenresponsive,"said Paul Kane, vice
Jewish social innovation," she said. 'The
~identoftloo UJA Federationin NewYork.
UJAsare then able to go to organizations
"I feel there's an upsurge of activity, an
like those in the 'Slingshot' book. and invest upsurgeof commitment, an upsu~e of givin a few of them, possibly helping to ooild ing, and an upsurge of involvement. So, I
the institutions of the future:'
disagree with those who feel there's a lack
Cohen, too, agreed that while more of involvementin o~anizations:'
young Jews are finding their own path into
Goldseker agreed,striking another conJudaismand redefining themeaningandthe ciliatory nole betweenold andnew.
shape of the Jewish community, this does
"Just as the UJA was an innovation of
not necessarilyring the death knell for the its time, in the late 1800s," shesaid, "it can
existing, centralized structure represented belp foster the innovations of today:' 8
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Congratulationsto the GraduatingClassof 2007.
May ~u bring wisdom to life.
Mn" Ruchdk Bm.!.
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